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Changes in the magnetization structure of an antiferromagnetically �afm�-coupled metallic multilayer as a
function of the applied field H along the easy axis may involve both spin-flip and spin-flop events. The latter
are widely discussed as the origin of the characteristic shapes of the magnetization M�H� and giant magne-
toresistance �GMR� curves. In this work, we demonstrate the influence of spin-flip processes, which result in
very different magnetization reversal and resistivity characteristics as compared to the spin-flop case: sharp,
steplike GMR and magnetization changes for both the surface and internal layers—including magnetic viscos-
ity effects—are observed. By means of Kerr microscopy, Kerr magnetometry, GMR, and magnetization mea-
surements we show that spin-flip transitions via domain wall displacement constitute the relevant mechanism
of magnetization reversal, provided that the anisotropy field HK in the multilayer surpasses the antiferromag-
netic coupling field Hafm. In this case, a linear dependence of the GMR on the magnetization is observed,
whereas for fields applied along the hard axis magnetization rotation results in a quadratic dependence. The
strong change of the ratio HK /Hafm could be realized for measuring temperatures between 4.2 and 470 K in a
series of wedge-type NiFe /Cu multilayers prepared by dc magnetron sputtering and showing GMR amplitudes
of up to 12% �300 K� and 28% �4.2 K� in the second afm coupling maximum with extremely low values of the
afm coupling strength.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In magnetic multilayers �MLs� consisting of ferromag-
netic �fm� layers that are interspaced by nonmagnetic layers
we encounter a complicated interplay of competing interac-
tions. Among others, these include the intralayer uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy, the interlayer antiferromagnetic �afm�
or fm coupling strength �depending on the nonmagnetic
interlayer thickness�, and the Zeeman energy in applied
magnetic fields. This competition gives rise to a variety of
peculiar magnetic properties, especially concerning the mag-
netization structure and hence also the giant magnetoresis-
tance. Additionally, coercivity effects superimpose these
interactions and the anisotropic magnetoresistance �AMR�
contributes to the overall magnetoresistive behavior. Dis-
entangling this interplay and discriminating the individual
contributions is one of the major challenges in the study of
multilayered systems.

In general, the most interesting case is that of an afm-
coupled multilayer system, when the external field Ha is ap-
plied parallel to the easy axis, along which the magnetization
of the layers is stabilized by the anisotropy field
HK—orienting themselves in an alternating parallel and/or
antiparallel scheme driven by the antiferromagnetic coupling
field Hafm. Starting from this ground state, upon increasing
Ha a spin-flop motion of the fm layers is predicted to occur
on the basis of calculations.1 It is experimentally found2,3 in
the magnetization characteristics as a more or less sudden
increase of the net magnetization above a certain field value
Ha. The finite size of the MLs �normally the number N of the

ferromagnetic layers is less than 50 with an individual layer
thickness in the nanometer range� leads to a nonuniform
magnetization canting of the magnetic layers, because the
surface layer is antiferromagnetically coupled to only one
adjacent layer �theoretically shown for the isotropic case
HK=0 in Ref. 4�. For the anisotropic situation, i.e., HK�0
the surface layer �in analogy to bulk antiferromagnets�5

should already start to flop at a lower applied field than the
bulk of the ML2,3—and with increasing Ha these surface-
flopped states should penetrate into the bulk of the ML. In
this way a complicated nonuniform spin structure can evolve
depending on Ha, the ratio HK /Hafm, and N �even, odd�.2,3,6

The complexity of the magnetization arrangement in the
layer stack increases in the presence of biquadratic �90°-
type� coupling.7–9 This scenario is valid for the case HK
�Hafm, where

HK = 2K/��0M� �1�

and

Hafm = 4Jbil/��0Mt� �2�

with K being the uniaxial �in some cases fourfold� anisotropy
constant, M the saturation magnetization of the fm compo-
nent, t the thickness of the fm layers, and Jbil the bilinear
coupling energy �see, e.g., Ref. 9; we neglect here
biquadratic coupling contributions�. Notice that in Eqs. �1�
and �2� and in the following ones the defining relation
B=�0�H+M� is used.
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What happens, however, if the magnetic anisotropy field
HK approaches and exceeds Hafm, i.e., if

HK � Hafm, K � 2Jbil/t . �3�

This is also a very peculiar and interesting case, which we
have decided to address with the present work. The aim of
this work is to show the following.

�1� Depending on the increasing ratio HK /Hafm in finite
size multilayers there is a transition to a spin-flip magnetiza-
tion reversal process in applied fields �calculated in Ref. 1
for infinite MLs; experimentally stated only for epitaxially
grown bilayers, e.g., Refs. 10 and 11�.

�2� The spin-flip transitions remarkably influence the giant
magnetoresistance �GMR� characteristics.

�3� There is a finite size effect, i.e., a difference in spin-
flip switching fields between the surface layer and the bulk
of a multilayer.

In order to substantiate these statements we need dedi-
cated samples. With respect to a high GMR signal the Fe /Cr,
Co /Cu, and Ni80Fe20 /Cu multilayer systems are the most
interesting ones. It is difficult, however, to drive the mag-
netic anisotropy beyond the afm coupling strength without at
the same time decreasing the GMR in these systems. We
found a possibility to fulfill the condition given in Eq. �3� by
preparing Ni80Fe20 /Cu multilayers in the second afm cou-
pling maximum �very small Jbil� and moderately thick
Ni80Fe20 layers with t�2 nm.

In the following we will first describe the results of ex-
periments performed by means of superconducting quantum
interference device �SQUID� magnetometry, alternating gra-
dient magnetometry �AGM�, and GMR studies in the tem-
perature range T=4–470 K, and complemented by Kerr mi-
croscopy and Kerr magnetometry �magneto-optical Kerr
effect �MOKE�� at room temperature. The combination of
these techniques allows us to obtain a detailed picture of the
microscopic and depth-dependent magnetization reversal
processes in the multilayer structure.

II. PREPARATION

A series of Ni80Fe20 /Cu multilayers �for reasons of brev-
ity, we will use NiFe in the following to denote Permalloy
with the composition Ni80Fe20� with wedge-shaped Cu and
NiFe layers �Fig. 1� was grown by dc magnetron sputtering
onto thermally oxidized Si wafers in an Ar atmosphere �for
preparation details, see Ref. 12�. The thickness of the Cu
wedge ranged from 2.4 to 1.9 nm, thus enclosing the second
afm coupling maximum between fm coupling thickness re-
gions on a single wafer, as it is shown by the corresponding
Kerr images in Fig. 1. Across the wedge direction, 1 mm
wide and 15 mm long four-toothed comb structures were
photolithographically etched out of the continuous multilayer
stack for four-point dc measurements. The geometry of the
comb etching masks on top of the layer stack is sketched in
Fig. 1. On the one hand, this sample geometry allowed us to
perform GMR, Kerr microscopy, and MOKE measurements
on the very same comb between the potential contacts,
whereas for the magnetization measurements �SQUID and
AGM� adjacent 3�1 mm2 pieces from the same stripe were

cut. On the other hand, the rather large comb width helped us
to reduce parasitic shape anisotropy effects, which had been
observed in stripes with smaller width.13 The samples in the
afm coupling regime showed GMR amplitudes of up to 50%
�at T=4.2 K� and 25% �at 300 K� in the first afm coupling
maximum and up to 28% �4.2 K� and 12% �300 K� in the
second afm coupling maximum, respectively. In the follow-
ing, only the samples with interlayer thicknesses around the
second afm coupling maximum will be considered, because
they reveal extremely low coupling constants Jbil and afm
coupling fields Hafm, respectively. In order to distinguish
“bulk” and “surface” layers the stacks under consideration
had a total thickness of about 160 nm and a nominal struc-
ture 40� �NiFe�tNiFe�Cu�tCu�� NiFe�tNiFe� with a wedge-type
thickness variation tNiFe=1.7–2 nm and tCu=1.9–2.4 nm, re-
spectively. To avoid parasitic effects we omitted any buffer
and cap layers. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the comb arrange-
ment on the wedge. The Kerr images, obtained after an ac
demagnetization procedure, demonstrate the fm-afm-fm cou-
pling transitions and prove that the magnetic easy axes are
oriented along the wedge direction. Irregular patch domains
are found for afm coupling �comb e�, whereas straight 180°
domain walls are dominant for fm coupling. Similar domains
have also been observed in trilayer systems.7,14,15

In order to change the ratio HK /Hafm continuously over a
wide range in one and the same sample �based on different
temperature characteristics of HK and Hafm� the measure-
ments covered the temperature range T=4.2–470 K. To en-
sure reproducible data for the temperature cycling in this
range, the samples were vacuum annealed �p�10−4 Pa� for
1 h at 200 °C. This procedure additionally resulted in a
small increase of the GMR �also reported in Refs. 16 and
17�. In Ref. 18 it was concluded from a decreasing linewidth
of the ferromagnetic resonance that this treatment reduces
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FIG. 1. Scheme of the wedge shaped NiFe /Cu multilayer 40
� �NiFe�tNiFe�Cu�tCu���NiFe�tNiFe�� with sample arrangement on the
wafer. The geometry of the four-toothed combs, which are photo-
lithographically etched out of the layer stack, is depicted by the
solid line structures on the top layer. The individual combs are
marked by letters for later reference. For combs c, e, and h the
thickness of the layer stack tstack and the thicknesses of the Cu and
NiFe single layers are denoted and related Kerr images are shown
�note that the z direction is scaled by orders of magnitude; the
lateral dimensions are �20�60 mm2�.
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the defects and improves the magnetic homogeneity of the
multilayer stack.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Structural aspects

The structure of the multilayers was characterized by
transmission electron microscopy �TEM� cross section inves-
tigations after preparation by a focused ion beam technique.
Figure 2 shows images of an afm-coupled �comb f in Fig. 1�
and an fm-coupled sample �comb h�. The focused images
reveal the MLs to consist of columnar single crystalline
grains, coherently grown through partly more than 20
Cu /NiFe double layers up to 20 nm in diameter. In contrast
to this, the defocused images emphasize the layer structure.
No significant difference in the microstructure between the
antiferromagnetically and ferromagnetically coupled MLs is
found on this level. X-ray wide angle diffraction patterns
taken from unstructured reference multilayer samples, which
have been prepared in parallel �not shown here, compare
Ref. 17�, display a �111� texture of the columnar crystallites.
The surface topography has been determined by atomic force
microscopy measurements, which yield a rms roughness of
�0.8 nm at the surface of the 166 nm thick layer stack.

B. Anisotropy in the ferromagnetic region and
mean anisotropy field HK

In afm-coupled multilayers the magnetic anisotropy and
the antiferromagnetic coupling are superimposed, thus pos-

ing a problem to their quantitative separation. Therefore, the
magnetic anisotropy should be estimated more reliably from
measurements in the ferromagnetic coupling regime. Figure
3 shows the room temperature magnetization loops for fm-
coupled samples on both sides of the wedge �combs c and h,
Fig. 1� for the easy and hard directions, respectively, indicat-
ing a pronounced anisotropy in small fields. The origin of
this anisotropy in Permalloy films was already intensely and
controversially discussed in the 1950s and 1960s as �i� a
directional atom-pair �Fe-Fe� ordering mechanism like that
found in bulk alloys �for a review, see Ref. 19�, and �ii� a
growth-induced shape anisotropy, being due to the crystalline
microstructure of the films and the associated dipolar field
distribution �for a summary of the arguments and references,
see Ref. 20�. Note that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and

FIG. 2. TEM cross section im-
ages of the NiFe /Cu multilayers.
Left side: afm-coupled sample
�comb f in Fig. 1�; right side: fm-
coupled sample �comb h in Fig.
1�. Top images: focused regime;
bottom images: defocused regime.
The broken lines are guides for
the eyes and follow the grain
boundaries.
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FIG. 3. Magnetization loops of the ferromagnetic coupling
samples on the wedge �comb c and h, Fig. 1� for the applied field
along the easy and hard directions, respectively, T=300 K.
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the magnetostriction nearly vanish in Permalloy. The aniso-
tropy fields of our multilayers �see Table I� exceed those
published for the pair-ordering mechanism for both
evaporated19 as well as sputtered21 Permalloy films, by a
factor of 4–10. Therefore, we conclude that the pair-ordering
model will not be the dominant reason for the anisotropy in
our material.

Recalling the crystalline microstructure of our samples
and following the arguments and equations in Ref. 22 we
propose the following model for the magnetostatic energy
due to free poles in a magnetically inhomogeneous material:
The cross sections of the columnar grains, shown in Fig. 2,
are somewhat elongated �i.e., elliptically shaped� in the
wedge direction due to the sputtering process taking place at
oblique incidence. In the grain boundaries lattice defects, im-
purities, and Ni-Fe stoichiometry fluctuations give rise to
small local modifications of the magnetization compared to
the single crystalline grains. As a consequence, free poles
will appear at the grain boundaries and hence in every crys-
tallite i with volume dV a small shape anisotropy energy
contribution

KidV =
1

2�0
�Ni · ���0Mi�2dV �4�

will be created. In Eq. �4� �N denotes the difference of the
demagnetizing factors in the long and short directions of the
cross section of the columnar grain and �M is the difference
of the magnetizations of the single crystalline grain and the
grain boundary region, respectively. A relation of this type is
also given in Ref. 22 for elongated magnetic precipitations
having a different magnetization than the magnetic matrix.

For this case Eq. �1� is modified to HK=2K / ��0�M� and
with Eq. �4� follows for the shape anisotropy field HK,i in the
grain i

HK,i = M ·
�Mi

M
· �Ni. �5�

The area between the magnetization loops for the easy
and hard directions corresponds to the anisotropy constant
K.23 Integrating in this way over the loops in Fig. 3 one
arrives at a grain-averaged version of Eq. �4� and thus a
grain-averaged anisotropy constant K. With the help of Eq.
�1� one obtains the anisotropy field HK as the average of the
HK,i distribution in the grains. Figure 4 reveals the tempera-
ture dependence of the hard axis magnetization loops to be
very small, hence the mean anisotropy field HK depends only
marginally on the temperature. In Table I the mean HK
values—computed from the magnetization loops—for combs
c and h �see Fig. 1� on both sides of the wedge are compiled
for the temperature range T=50–470 K. The corresponding

anisotropy fields for the afm-coupled comb e should be
found in between these values. The observed range of
�0HK�2 mT shows that in our model only a few percent of
ellipticity �the �N values for elliptic cross sections in elon-
gated ellipsoids are given in Ref. 24� as well as in the mag-
netization modulation between grains and grain boundaries
are required to reproduce these HK values according to Eq.
�5� with the saturation magnetization �0M �1 T in Permal-
loy.

C. Giant magnetoresistance anisotropy
in the afm-coupled region

In Fig. 5 we show the resistivity and the magnetoresis-
tance GMR= ���H�−��Hsat�� /��Hsat� with GMRmax= ���H
=0�−��Hsat�� /��Hsat�=12% at room temperature for the
afm-coupled wedge region �Fig. 1, comb e�. We find drasti-
cally different characteristics when the field is applied along
the easy and hard directions, respectively. For the hard direc-
tion the well-known continuous and broad triangular GMR
curve due to magnetization rotation processes is reproduced,
whereas for the easy direction a discontinuous field depen-
dence shows up. The plateaulike behavior at higher fields is
followed by a sudden resistivity breakdown for very small
field changes around �0�1 mT, which can only be ex-
plained by micromagnetic processes involving domain wall
displacement. Also, an additional structure at somewhat
higher fields is visible in the curve.

Let us take a closer look at the easy axis curve in Fig. 6,
paying particular attention to time-dependent effects. The
regular measuring procedure for the resistivity is as follows:
The applied field is changed by a small increment and then at
constant field the voltage drop across the sample is measured

TABLE I. Average anisotropy fields �0HK �mT� for ferromagnetically coupled multilayers on the wedge
�see text and Fig. 1�.

Temperature 50 K 100 K 200 K 293 K 390 K 473 K

Comb c 2.02 1.98 1.90 1.87 1.79 1.77

Comb h 1.80 1.79 1.70 1.67 1.55 1.40
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100 K
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FIG. 4. Normalized magnetization along the hard direction for
different temperatures �comb c, Fig. 1�.
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at a constant dc during a preset amount of time �usually some
seconds�, followed by the next incremental field change. In
Fig. 6 these measured points are connected by full lines. In a
different technique, at some �arbitrary� applied field values
the resistance measurements are repeated after some time
�1–100 min� without incrementally changing the applied
field. The repeated measurements deliver a time-dependent
variation of the resistivity. These points are not connected by
lines and form gaps in Fig. 6.

The occurrence of these gaps in the resistance curves is
related to time-dependent resistivity changes and they sug-
gest a magnetic after effect in the magnetization structure of

the multilayer and hence also in the resistivity. The magnetic
after effect �or magnetic viscosity� can have several reasons,
but its main characteristic is a logarithmic time dependence
of the magnetization within a “time window” �J	S ln�t�
with J=�0M �for a short overview, see Ref. 25�. For the
largest gap �corresponding to 25% of the full GMR signal—
the dotted line in Fig. 6� the inset in Fig. 6 shows the time
dependence of the resistivity to fulfil this logarithmic depen-
dence ��	 ln�t�. In Ref. 26 a thermal fluctuation magnetic
after effect for the domain wall displacement in magnetic
films has been discussed. We suggest this mechanism to also
be at work in our multilayers. In our case, a domain wall
displacement will directly convert afm oriented areas into fm
arranged ones �compare the sketch in Fig. 13�a��, and vice
versa. Because the GMR can occur only in the afm layered
volume fraction, a linear relation ��	�Mstack is implied. In
most of the cases observed—where an applied field causes
magnetic layers to rotate against each other—no linear rela-
tionship ��	�Mstack should be expected. For magnetic bi-
layers one often finds ��	 cos2�
 /2� with 
 being the angle
between the M directions of the components �see, e.g., Refs.
27 and 28�. This leads to a quadratic dependence ��
	�Mstack

2 .
In conclusion, we can state that the bulk of the ML

switches at a field H which we have to identify with the afm
coupling field �0Hafm�1.1 mT after Eq. �2�, and which is
smaller than the anisotropy fields HK listed in Table I.

D. Temperature dependence of magnetization and
giant magnetoresistance

In the next step we turn to the temperature dependence of
the saturation values of the magnetization Msat and resistivity
�sat in the afm-coupled MLs. The data for the temperature
range T=4–470 K are shown in Fig. 7. The values of Msat
are related to the nominal volume content of NiFe in the ML
�see Fig. 1�. Despite taking into consideration an eventual
relatively large NiFe layer thickness error, the saturation
magnetization Msat in our multilayers is lower than the val-
ues �0Msat�T→0��1.12 T published for a 500 nm thick
�single� Permalloy film.29 The reduced values in our films
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FIG. 5. Variation of the GMR with the external field applied
along the easy axis �gray� and along the hard direction �black� for
an afm-coupled sample �comb e, Fig. 1�. The inset shows the low
field region in detail.
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could be ascribed to the high percentage ��20% � of inter-
face lattice planes of the �2 nm thick Permalloy layers. A
discussion of the T dependence of the saturation resistivity of
MLs—including results on the NiFe /Cu system—is given
elsewhere.30 With Fig. 7 all the reduced � and M values
mentioned in the remaining part of the paper can be trans-
formed into absolute values.

In Fig. 8 we compile the magnetization loops for the easy
direction in the afm-coupled region �comb e in Fig. 1� in the
temperature range T=4–400 K. The characteristic loop at
T=300 K directly reflects the peculiarities observed in the
GMR curve of Fig. 5, especially the large drop in the field
range around �0Hafm�1 mT. Comparing the curves in Fig.
8 we can summarize the following: �i� Toward higher tem-
peratures the jumplike character of the curves becomes more
pronounced whereas the steps are shifted to lower field val-
ues. �ii� Toward lower temperatures a further increase of the
afm coupling seems to occur, but the steps in the curves
smooth out. �iii� At lowest temperatures the coercivity in-
creases and dominates the magnetization loop.

Figures 9 and 10 show the temperature dependence of the
GMR characteristics with a field applied along the easy di-
rection. A very satisfactory agreement of the magnetization
�Fig. 8� and GMR features can be stated. From room tem-
perature toward low temperatures we observe at first the afm
coupling field to increase, accompanied by a smoothing of
the steps or kinks. This process is followed by a transition
from the bell to a triangular shape of the curves, which are
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more and more dominated by the increasing coercivity. This
is clearly demonstrated, e.g., by the increasing difference be-
tween the resistivity values starting from the demagnetized
state and the cycled curves, additionally developing a double
peak. In this case, contrary to the findings at higher tempera-
tures, only the height of the GMR effect, but not the shape of
the magnetization and resistivity loops unambiguously re-
flects the afm coupling of the multilayer.

Toward higher temperatures, Fig. 10 shows an increasing
steplike character of the GMR curves, especially for the pe-
culiar steps at higher applied fields together with a shift of all
steps to lower fields—in coincidence with the magnetization
loops in Fig. 8. In Fig. 11 we just want to confirm this con-
clusion by showing for clarity only the branches in the last
quadrant of the magnetization loops �ascending branches�
from Fig. 8 for different temperatures.

E. Combination of giant magnetoresistance, magnetization,
magneto-optical Kerr effect, and

Kerr microscopy results

For the further interpretation it is useful to combine the
GMR characteristics, the magnetization loop, and the MOKE
loop versus the applied magnetic field in the easy direction
into a single graph �Fig. 12�. These data were all measured
on the afm-coupled sample �comb e in Fig. 1� at room tem-
perature. GMR and magnetization, both being volume quan-
tities, show large and small steps at identical magnetic field
values. Especially the large and sudden changes, marked
with encircled “a,” suggest that the bulk of the ML stack
switches at this field ��0H�1 mT� from the afm-coupled
state to the fm state and vice versa, with some hysteresis
between forward and backward branches. MOKE as a sur-
face sensitive method shows clearly at least two transitions at

considerably larger fields. These transitions in the MOKE
loop are also visible as small kinks in the GMR and magne-
tization characteristics �marked as encircled c and d in Fig.
12�. This observation clearly proves that the outermost layers
of the stack switch at higher fields than the bulk of the ML.

Kerr microscopy imaging delivers additional and impor-
tant information with respect to the surface transitions. Fig-
ure 13 shows Kerr images for applied fields along the easy
�a� and hard axes �b�. The series of images in Fig. 13�b�
demonstrates that by decreasing the magnetic field from
negative �coming from the bottom in the figure� saturation
typical patchlike afm domains are formed. Passing rema-
nence and increasing the field in positive direction do not
change the shape of the domains—the domain structure re-
mains rather constant, whereas just the domain contrast var-
ies with the field. The largest contrast is observed in zero
field, where the magnetization in the domains is parallel
and/or antiparallel to the easy axis and parallel and/or anti-
parallel to the chosen magneto-optical �m.o.� sensitivity di-
rection. Angular deviations of the magnetization from the
m.o. axis decrease the contrast. All the observations listed
above reveal �magnetization� rotation to be the mechanism
of the magnetization reversal in applied fields—the arrows in
the figure, showing the local magnetization directions, and
the schematic drawings demonstrate this rotation.

A rather different process is shown in Fig. 13�a� with the
field applied along the easy direction. Starting from the satu-
rated state �following and comparing the loops in Fig. 12—
especially the MOKE loop—and beginning with negative ap-
plied fields� the series in Fig. 13�a� starts �from below� with
an image at H=0. The magnetic layers of the ML are now
arranged in an antiparallel �afm� configuration. This can be
concluded from the magnetization loop in Fig. 12, which
shows a small remanence in direction of the previously ap-
plied field, due to the odd number of magnetic layers in the
stack. The bottommost image shows a single domain surface
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state at zero field. Increasing the field above �0H�2 mT in
positive direction leads to a nucleation of domains, which are
magnetized in the field direction �second image, bright ar-
eas�. Further marginal increase of the field causes the main
part of the observed layer to switch into the field direction
within a small interval of only �H�0.3 Oe �see images 3
and 4�. In contrast to Fig. 13�b� these images reveal domain
wall displacement to be the dominating switching mecha-
nism �at least� of the surface layer in an easy axis field.
Comparing the field strength of this surface transition with
the loops in Fig. 12, one can indeed identify this switching
process with the peculiarities along line c in the figure. For
MOKE as a surface sensitive method the loop shows a large
jump, whereas the distinctly smaller effects in the loops of
GMR and magnetization as bulk-related quantities indicate
that the discussed transition is more or less limited to the
surface region. A further somewhat smaller jump at higher
fields in the MOKE loop is not clearly visible by Kerr mi-
croscopy, but discernable in the GMR and magnetization
loops �see line d in Fig. 12�. Its appearance suggests that this

switching is located in a layer close to the surface. A third
transition—clearly identified at point b in Fig. 11, and
smeared out, but still visible in the MOKE loop at line b in
Fig. 12—should be located in a layer somewhat deeper in the
stack toward the bulk. It should be noted here that the infor-
mation depth of the Kerr effect is about 20 nm in metallic
systems, connected with an exponential decrease of the sig-
nal with the depth.31 However, digitally enhanced Kerr mi-
croscopy relies on the �weak� Kerr contrast that is detected
by a �in our case� regular video-rate charge-coupled device
camera with moderate sensitivity. Therefore the signal-to-
noise ratio of Kerr microscopy is reduced as compared to the
higher sensitivity of an optical magnetometer, and it is
mainly the outermost layers of the multilayer stack that con-
tribute to the main contrast in Kerr images. For this reason
the smaller magnetization jumps, still detectable by MOKE
magnetometry, are hardly seen in the Kerr images �by using
a phase-shifting optical compensator it would in principle be
possible also to detect deeper layers within the information
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depth limit14—this option, however, was not applied in the
present work�.

The bulk of the ML clearly switches at line a in Fig. 12.
No peculiarities can be discerned for fields below the bulk
switching field in any of the loops.

F. Influence of switching type on relationship between giant
magnetoresistance and magnetization loops

A change of the net magnetization of the ML by magne-
tization rotation or domain wall displacement should cause
different functional relationships between the GMR and
magnetization curves, as discussed above. Figure 14 shows
that for magnetic fields applied along the easy direction in-
deed a linear connection between GMR and magnetization
change is found, whereas for H along the hard direction the
GMR depends quadratically on the magnetization. Therefore,
we can state that—in connection with the observed magnetic
viscosity effects—along the easy direction the entire ML
stack switches via a spin-flip mechanism involving domain
wall displacement, as it is clearly shown for the ML surface
in Fig. 13�a�.

G. Depth-dependent switching

Summarizing the results discussed above we are led to the
following conclusion: the layers in the vicinity of the surface
switch at higher fields �up to a factor of 4, see Fig. 12� than
the bulk of the ML. Neither the thickness t nor the magneti-
zation M of the magnetic components described by Eq. �2�
can change Hafm to this extent. However, the bilinear cou-
pling strength Jbil is known to depend very strongly on small
changes of the spacer thickness. Calculations in Ref. 32 sug-
gest that topological roughness �lateral fluctuations of the
number of spacer lattice planes� may change the value of Jbil
by an order of magnitude or more. Likewise, GMR measure-
ments on Cu /Co MLs, e.g., in Ref. 33 revealed that Cu
spacer thickness variations in the range of some tenths of an
angstrom cause large changes in the coupling strength with-

out affecting the high GMR values. Therefore, already a very
small gradient of the spacer thickness and/or roughness to-
ward the surface of the ML may be sufficient to explain the
measured Jbil increase.

Based on the above discussion and the results of Figs.
11–13, we propose a model for the switching of the layer
stack as shown in Fig. 15 for the case of a field applied along
the easy axis, starting from the afm-coupled state �in rema-
nence� and proceeding to the saturated state, i.e., following
the ascending branches in Figs. 11, 12, and 13�a�. The en-
circled letters correspond to the steps in the figures men-
tioned and the spin structure changes in every step are
marked by dotted arrows in Fig. 15. At first, the interior of
the layer stack switches, which can only be observed in the
GMR signal and the volume magnetization. From Fig. 11
one can estimate that 	75% of the ML are involved in this
process. The previously discussed increase of the switching
fields toward the surface is not found for the top magnetic
layer: because of the afm coupling to only one adjacent layer
the switching field of the outermost layer is strongly reduced.
The one-sided coupling is discussed in Ref. 2 to create a
spin-flop reversal of the surface layer of a ML with an even
number of magnetic layers: This surface spin flop should
occur2 as follows: “…at a field lower than that appropriate to
the infinite structure by roughly a factor of 
2 in the limit in
which the anisotropy is small compared to the exchange…,”
i.e., HK�Hafm �see Eqs. �1� and �2��. The results presented
here prove for the case HK�Hafm a spin flip for the surface
layer also at a lower field than for the adjacent fm layer �here
odd magnetic layers�.

For fields decreasing from the saturation state the situa-
tion is more complex and cannot be presented as simple as in
Fig. 15 for the increasing field. For instance, the magnetiza-
tion change at step c in Fig. 11 seems to split into the two
steps f and g �which eventually indicates two flop processes�
and the counterpart of step b is hidden in step h �all letters
referring to the highest temperature� �T=400 K� ascending
and descending branches in Fig. 11, where the steps are most
pronounced. After the field decreases to H=0 we reach the
remanent state for the descending branch. Now every mag-
netic layer has changed its magnetization direction by 180°
as can be inferred from the magnetization and MOKE loops
in Fig. 12. If we assume a nearly symmetric switching of the
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surface layers on both sides of the layer stack, the magneti-
zation change, e.g., of step c in Fig. 11, is in satisfactory
agreement with the value of the saturation magnetization �a
180° change of 2 out of 41 magnetic layers makes up for
about 10% magnetization change as in the figure�.

H. Temperature dependence of HK and Hafm

In Fig. 16 we display the temperature dependences of the
afm coupling field strengths Hafm, as derived from GMR
�open squares� and magnetization measurements �open
circles�. The values are taken from Figs. 8 and 10—averaged
for the distinct branches—as the field strengths correspond-
ing to the highest slopes, discussed above as the afm
coupling fields for the bulk of the ML stack. Below room
temperature this procedure becomes more and more imprac-
ticable. Additionally, the anisotropy fields for the neighbor-
ing fm-coupled combs, collected in Table I, are plotted. They
should represent the anisotropy of the afm-coupled comb e in
between �see Fig. 1�.

The temperature dependence of the interlayer coupling J
according to a Ruderman-Kittel approach after Refs. 32 and
34 is caused by the rounding of the Fermi-Dirac function as
J	J0�z /L�T�� / �sinh(z /L�T�)� with z being the spacer thick-
ness and L�T�	1 /T an attenuation length. Taking the Cu
spacer thickness from Fig. 1 as 22 Å and a value of
L�300 K�=16.7 Å for the �111� direction from Ref. 32, the
dotted line in Fig. 16 gives the temperature dependence for
an arbitrary constant J0 in case of an ideally smooth spacer.
On the other hand, we observe a much stronger decrease of
the coupling strength. We should keep in mind, however, that
a priori a constant J0 value cannot be taken for granted,
because of—among other things—the saturation magnetiza-
tion decreasing with T �see Fig. 7�. Additionally, even the

thermal expansion �spacer thickness increase �0.2 Å for
�T=500 K� in combination with the aliasing effect can de-
crease the coupling, especially in the right flank of the sec-
ond afm coupling maximum �see Fig. 2�b� in Ref. 32�.

Figure 16 suggests that for low temperatures the aniso-
tropy field HK and the afm coupling field Hafm are in the
same range. With increasing temperature the ratio HK /Hafm
strongly increases. This is the key for interpreting the mea-
sured effects, shown in Figs. 8–11: the increasing ratio
HK /Hafm causes the ML to switch more and more steplike. In
this way, we arrive at a spin-flip transition involving nucle-
ation processes and domain wall propagation, as it is theo-
retically discussed in Ref. 1 to occur in real systems without
hysteresis. The experimentally observed continuous ap-
proach to the pronounced spin-flip transition with a strong
increase of the ratio HK�Hafm, however, is in strong contrast
to the prediction of a sharp transition at a relatively low
value HK /Hafm�1 �as predicted in Ref. 1�. This discrepancy
can be explained by the fact that the estimated HK values
�collected in Table I� are averaged values over the entire
sample which can include a direction distribution of the local
HK values, too.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Combined measurements of the magnetization, GMR,
MOKE, including Kerr microscopy studies allowed us to
elucidate the detailed mechanism of the afm-fm transition in
an applied field for the bulk and the surface layers of a
NiFe /Cu multilayer stack. We find that the ratio of the an-
isotropy field HK and the afm coupling field Hafm is decisive
for the type of transition that takes place in an applied field
along the easy axis. The strong difference in the temperature
variations of the intralayer magnetic anisotropy �almost tem-
perature independent� and the afm coupling strength �strong
decrease with temperature� provides a handle to change the
ratio HK /Hafm by more than an order of magnitude for one
and the same multilayer in the temperature range T
�500 K. For HK�Hafm at high temperatures the transition
afm⇔ fm takes place by a sharp steplike switching, visible
in both the GMR and magnetization curves. This switching is
related to a spin-flip transition, realized by domain nucle-
ation and domain wall propagation. This is confirmed for the
surface of the ML by direct observations via Kerr micros-
copy. For the bulk of the ML this mechanism is concluded on
the basis of magnetic viscosity effects in the GMR, and is
additionally supported by a linear GMR dependence on the
net magnetization. On the other hand, for applied fields along
the hard axis magnetization rotation processes are observed
by Kerr microscopy and the GMR is found to depend qua-
dratically on the magnetization.

We also show that in the considered domain wall dis-
placement regime the surface layer switches at lower fields
than the adjacent one, as it is already discussed in literature
for the spin-flop switching model.

With decreasing temperature the ratio HK /Hafm decreases,
causing a drastic change in the shape of GMR and magneti-
zation characteristics. The steps are washed out and a tran-
sition from domain wall displacement to magnetization
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�filled symbols, see Table I with Fig. 1� and the afm coupling field
Hafm of the bulk of the ML stack ��open squares� GMR values,
�open circles� magnetization loops; see Figs. 8–10�. The right-hand
y scale is computed from Eq. �2� for the actual layer stack, showing
the extremely low value of the coupling strength. The dotted line
shows the temperature damping of ideal Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yosida coupling, adapted with parameters of our ML, see text.
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canting or rotation, i.e., in direction to spin-flop behavior,
occurs. At the lowest temperatures the coercivity of the ML
dominates the GMR and magnetization loops and only the
amplitude, but not the shape of the loops resembles the
GMR-type characteristics.
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